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Monster, Perfect Edition, Vol. 6 delves deeper into the secrets of 511 Kinderheim. While we have learned in
previous volumes that Johan killed everyone at 511 Kinderheim years ago, we learn in this volume that before
Johan killed everyone, there were graduates. In other words, another survivor of 511 Kinderheim enters the
story. Most of this volume takes place in the Czech Republic in the early 1990s, where a former member of the
Czechoslovakian Secret Police deals with Tenma and Grimmer.
And then there’s Franz Bonaparta aka Klaus Poppe, the children’s book author. How is he, and his book
connected to Johan and Anna? The book has been a part of the narrative since way back in volume 2, at first as
quotes from Johan on the wall to Dr. Tenma, and then in Volume 4 as the book itself.
Johan is a cold and calculating killer with a mysterious past, and brilliant Dr. Kenzo Tenma is the only one who
can stop him! Conspiracy and serial murder open the door to a compelling, intricately woven plot in this
masterwork of suspense.
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Monster book. Read 237 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Everyone faces uncertainty at
some point in their lives. Even a brilliant ... Read 237 reviews from the world's largest community for readers.
Na Saraiva você encontra milhares de itens, entre Livros, eBooks, Blu-Ray, Papelaria, Games, Smartphones,
Eletrônicos. Entregamos em todo o Brasil. Confira!
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